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Graphical abstract 
 

 

Abstract 
 

Nowadays, the nanotechnology is widely applied in pavement engineering in order to 

improve the properties of materials and their performance. Nanotechnology can be 

considered as the measurement on nanometer scale that affects the material used in 

pavement due to its unique characteristic. Therefore, this new technology might indirectly 

solve the current pavement construction problems. The application of nanotechnology in 

enhancing the performance of fresh bitumen in term of the longevity and durability has 

been proven by a lot of previous studies and researches. Literatures have been reviewed 

and summarized critically to give an overview about the role of nanotechnology in 

improving pavement material properties. There are some concerns in the application of 

nanotechnology that needs to be addressed regarding to the safeties of these nano-

materials in term of human health.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The concept of new technology, named 

nanotechnology needs to be addressed critically in 

order to reduce the use of natural resources and 

promote an environmental practice in the highway 

industry. This technology could develop a modified or 

even a new property of materials. Nanotechnology 

actually involves with a microscopic scale which is 

1nm = 1x10-9m [1, 2]. Besides, nanotechnology also 

can be applied in any stages such as design, 

construction or operation and measured in nanometer 

scale to develop a nano-material, especially in 

pavement engineering [3]. A study about atomic, 

molecular and macromolecular sizes with less than 100 

nm can be described as a nanoscience [4]. Recently,  

 

 
 

there are two main aspects in the nanotechnology 

evaluation, which are the properties and production 

of materials, either modified or current. This technology 

is considered as an essential method in improving the 

performance of materials in highway engineering. 

 

 

2.0 MATERIALS WITH NANOTECHNOLOGY  
 

Due to the small particle size, nanotechnology focuses 

on nano-materials with unique functions in term of 

strength, durability, high speed of construction, and 

environmental impact reduction [5]. Figure 1 shows the 

scale of particles in road materials that might improve 

the performance of highway construction at macro-

functional level. Their characteristics and behavior will 

be affected when nano-materials are implemented in 
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the pavement structures. Hence, the properties or 

physical behavior of nano elements will give a better 

result compared to the current size of materials [6].

 

 
Figure 1 Scale of particle for road material [5] 

 

 

There were a lot of researches funded by The Federal 

Highway Administration (FHWA) that encourages the 

application of nanotechnology in highway industry. 

They have proven that long lasting service life with an 

application of nanotechnology in highway at nano-

scale can be developed and achieved. According to 

the previous studies, any materials that have 

undergone the nano tests can ensure their optimal 

usage and give long term effects in structural function 

such as [7]: 

 

i. Both environmental and traffic loads can be 

resisted;  

ii. Energy will be produced and transferred into a 

pavement layer; 

iii. Relationship between vehicle-pavement can 

be improved due to the conditions of 

pavement 

 

2.1  Nano-Material Substitution in Pavement 

 

Bitumen is a crucial material used in pavement, in fact 

its mechanical behaviors and physical properties are 

measured in microstructure and micro-nano scale [8]. 

The usage of nano-materials in pavement need to be 

explored in depth either in characteristics or physical 

properties so that materials with nanotechnology 

application can be obtained. In addition, nano-

material with small scale gives high functional density, 

large surface area, high sensitivity, catalytic effect, 

and high strain resistance [9]. When nano-materials, 

which is in the form of powders, soluble, or fibre added 

into the bitumen portions, it will categorize as a nano-

material too [10]. 

 

2.1.1  Asphalt Binders 

 

According to the research done by Kotlyar et al. [11], 

bitumen is a nano-sized solid which consists of 

aluminosilicate clays coat with toluene, which is an 

insoluble organic material. Bitumen is defined as a 

complex composition which comprises of 

hydrocarbon in solid and liquid particles, known as 

asphaltenes and maltenes. Besides, the critical shear 

rate is depending on an intrinsic condition of bitumen 

[12]. The information about binding between bitumen 

and aggregate should be improved in the 

nanotechnology processes which is influenced by the 

usage of TiO2 as an intervention against UV [13]. 

Hence, the elasticity of nano-clay in modified bitumen 

will increase when nano-clay is added into the binder, 

meanwhile the mechanical energy dissipation is lower 

compared to fresh bitumen [14]. Based on previous 

studies, nano-clays can improve the maturity 

resistance of bitumen in both short and long term [15]. 

 

 

3.0 CHARACTERISTICS OF NANO-MATERIAL  
 

It is important to understand the characteristics and 

behavior of nano-sized materials, specifically in 

pavement engineering field. Most of the equipment’s 

for testing are designed only for a macro scale 

measurement, hence it is essential to introduce new 

instruments that can be used to measure the nano-

scale materials such as Atomic Force Microscope 

(AFM), Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), and Scanning 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM). The suitable 

nanotechnology equipment’s for evaluating a bulk 

structure in thin samples are TEM and STEM, whereas 

SEM or AFM will be used to obtain the nano-scale 

characteristics of pavement. SEM and AFM are the 

nanotechnology instruments that able to see and 

manipulate nano-sized particle until it can be 

discovered in a size of 40 to 50 mm.  
 

3.1  Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

 

Figure 2 shows a layout of SEM that can be used to 

analyze the surface and subsurface images on nano-

particles. It is essential to understand their particles and 

behavior in order to bond them with macro properties. 

Through scanning process, the image of samples will 

be produced with a high-energy beam of electrons. 

Then, the information about surface structure can be 

achieved when the electrons interact with the atoms. 
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Figure 2 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Layout [16] 

  

 

3.2  Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) 

 

Figure 3 shows the layout of AFM that is used to 

analyze surface properties of samples by using 

atomic forces. A sharp probe and a cantilever will 

scan the surface of samples. Based on Hooke’s Law, 

the force between the probe and samples will be 

produced in a deflection of cantilever when the 

probe is placed into a sample surface. There are 

several forces that will be measured in AFM include 

Van der Waals force, mechanical contact force, 

magnetic forces, capillary forces, chemical bonding, 

and electrostatic forces. 

 

 
Figure 3 Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) Layout [16] 

 

 

3.3  Application of SEM and AFM in Bitumen  
 

According to Muniandy [17], the differences 

between Malaysian and traditional cellulose fibers 

used in Stone Mastic Asphalt (SMA) mixtures can be 

evaluated by using SEM which is used to measure the 

microstructure materials. It shows that the thickness of 

Malaysian fiber scales is less than 500 μm compared 

to the traditional fibers which are approximately 50 

μm. In Stulirova and Pospisil studies [18], the 

procedures to conduct SEM by using binder mixtures 

are discussed and due to the liquid and oily fraction, 

maltenes will be removed from the samples during 

SEM analysis [19]. The left portions of bitumen, which 

is asphaltenes will be examined because SEM can 

evaluate the changes in this structure only. Besides, 

the performance of recycled cemented base 

pavement layer with bitumen emulsion as a stabilizer 

were tested by using Accelerated Pavement Testing 

(APT) [20]. Then, SEM will be used to make a 

comparison between carbonated and un-

carbonated stabilized materials. Figure 4 shows the 

appearance image of bitumen and cementitious 

bond which is detected in the base materials. 
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Figure 4 Location of bitumen and cement reaction crystals 

in SEM images [20] 

 

 

The characteristics of bitumen such as surface 

morphology and its constituents can be described by 

using AFM method based on Pauli et al. studies [21]. 

The asphaltenes behavior in asphalt binder and their 

bonding characteristic with aggregates can be 

enhanced by using the results obtained from AFM. In 

addition, the AFM technique can be also used to 

analyze the structural morphology of aged bitumen 

that contains crumb rubber [22]. According to 

Masson et al. [23], an AFM face detector is able to 

divide and categorize a bitumen elements into three 

groups based on their phases and their elastic 

stiffness in the pavement can be evaluated too [24]. 

Figure 5 shows the images of surface morphology of 

aged bitumen at different three temperatures, which 

are 40°C, 80°C, and 140°. 

 

 
Figure 5 Surface morphologies bituminous at three different 

temperatures [25] 

 

 

4.0  CONCERN AND ISSUES 
 

A short summary of challenges and problems that 

affect the application of nanotechnology in highway 

industry are discussed in this section. It is necessary to 

understand the effects occur, especially in toxicity 

and health problems when the nanotechnology is 

implemented in pavement structures.  

 

4.1  Issues of Health and Toxicity 
 

Based on several numbers of studies, the usage of 

nano-materials in any products could cause serious 

diseases and give side effect to human body and 

ecological system due to their larger surface area 

per mass unit. Grassian et al. [26] have reported the 

effect of TiO2 particle inhalation, which is one of the 

nano-material with a primary particle size between 2 

and 5nm could cause lung inflammation effect [27-

31]. In addition, the nanotoxicity risks and effects are 

depending on the type of nano-particles and 

concentration volume characteristics. Mesothelioma 

is a disease that causes malignant cancer cells that 

form within the chest, abdomen, or heart and can 

easily spread in high usage of carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs). It is important for the users to reduce the 

amount of hazards from nano-particles during the 

design and construction. Therefore, there are five 

rules that can be implemented to mitigate these 

health exposures as stated [32]: 

 

i. Size, surface and structure of the 

nanoparticle should be changed so that the 

desired product functionality is preserved 

while reducing the potential of nano-particle 

at the same time; 

ii. Alternate materials should be identified to 

replace the hazardous nano-particle; 

iii. Functionalization (deliberately bond 

molecules to nano-particles to alter the 

conditions in a manner that desired product   

properties are maintained, but reduce or 

eliminated the hazard potential of the nano-

particle); 

iv. The potentially hazardous nano-particle 

should be enclosed within a material that is 

less hazardous through encapsulation 

process; 

v. The choice of using smaller quantities of the 

hazardous nano-particle in the product 

should be evaluated while maintaining 

product functionality 
 

 

5.0  CONCLUSION 
 

The application of nanotechnology in bituminous 

binder proves that the pavement can achieve high 

performance results in term of strength and durability 

based on the previous researches. Through this 

technology, nano-materials can be produced and 

existing materials can be improved in order to control 

the use of natural resources which indirectly could 

achieve sustainable development. There is a lot of 

nanotechnology research needs to be conducted 

especially in bituminous binder due to its limitations 

and not widely explored. However, nano-materials 

might affect the biological and ecological systems 
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due to their size and particles which can cause 

health problems. Hence, a regulation related to 

these problems should be introduced in order to 

mitigate the health risk matters. 
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